Fairness in recommender systems has recently received attention from researchers. Unfair recommendations have negative impact on the effectiveness of recommender systems as it may degrade users' satisfaction, loyalty, and at worst, it can lead to or perpetuate undesirable social dynamics. One of the factors that may impact fairness is calibration, the degree to which users' preferences on various item categories are reflected in the recommendations they receive.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems are powerful tools for predicting users' preferences and generating personalized recommendations. These systems, while effective, often suffer from lack of fairness in recommendation results, meaning that the outputs of recommendation algorithms are, in some cases, biased against some protected groups [4] . As a result, this discrimination among users will negatively affect users' satisfaction, loyalty, and overall effectiveness of the system.
Unfair recommendation is often defined as the situation that a recommendation algorithm behaves differently when generating recommendations for different groups of users (i.e., protected and unprotected groups). As an ex- ample, when users who belong to the unprotected group receive more accurate recommendations than the users in the protected group, we say there is discrimination against the protected group. This unfair behavior can originate from either the underlying biases in the input data used for training [1, 3, 11] or the result of recommendation algorithms [12] .
Abdollahpouri et al. in [2] showed that popularity bias has a negative impact on the fairness of recommendation outputs. In that work, authors showed that the recommendations generated for the majority of users are concentrated on popular items even for those who are interested in longtail and non-popular items. A more similar analysis to our work is done in [1] where authors showed how popularity bias is correlated with the miscalibration of the recommendations and how different user groups with varying degree of interest in popular items experience different levels of miscalibration.
In this paper, we aim to do more exploration on the possible reasons for discrimination in recommendation results. Our hypothesis is that the richness of a user's profile might have impact on how the algorithm performs for that user. To explore this, we analyze users' profile and investigate the relationship between the consistency of users' ratings and the degree of calibrated recommendations. We believe that the lack of consistency in user's profile can be one possible reason for miscalibrated recommendations as recommender system is unable to correctly predict user's preferences. We discuss the approach for measuring profile consistency in next section.
PROFILE CONSISTENCY
We define a rating to be consistent if it is in agreement with the ratings given by other users. For instance, if a user has given 5 to an item with the average rating of 2, it means his rating has an inconsistency of degree 3. Profile consistency refers to the fact that how similar a user rates an item compared to the majority of other users who have rated that item. This has been referred to the gray sheep problem in the literature [5] . Since collaborative filtering approaches use opinions of other users (e.g., similar users) for generating recommendations for a target user, it is highly possible that inconsistent profiles do not receive effective recommendations. Given a target user, u, and I u as all items rated by u, inconsistency of u can be calculated as:
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CALIBRATION MEASURE
Measuring fairness of recommendation results is a complex task. Several metrics have been recently proposed for measuring the equity of recommendation results [3, 11, 12] . Bias disparity [9, 11] is one of those metrics that measures how much an individual's recommendation list deviates from his or her original preferences in the training set across an item's category. The issue with bias disparity is that it calculates the bias value for a group of users on a specific item category and does not return the overall bias value for a group of users across all item categories.
Calibration of recommendations is another factor that affects fairness in recommender systems [10] . Calibration measures the distance between users' preferences in training data and the predicted preferences in recommendation lists. Distance equals to zero indicates perfect calibration, while distance larger than zero indicates a degree of miscalibration. For the rest of the paper, we use the term miscalibration to refer to this distance value.
Original preferences in train set and predicted preferences in recommendation lists are represented as distributions across item categories and the distance between these two distributions shows the degree of miscalibration. The main incentive behind having calibrated recommendation is the fact that recommendation lists should appropriately represent users' profile/interest in train data. Assume a user's profile consists of 70% action movies and 30% adventure movies. Then, it is expected that the recommendation list for this user also contains the same proportion of each genre.
For calculating the miscalibration, we follow the equations introduced in [10] . Given the distribution of items' category in user u's profile as p and the distribution of items' category in recommendation list generated for user u as q, we use Kullback-Leibler divergence measure for calculating the distance between these two distributions for user u as follow:
where C is item categories (e.g., genres in movie recommendations) and q is approximately similar to q calculated as:
The purpose of q is to overcome the issue of zero values for some categories in q. Small value for α > 0 guarantees q ≈ q. In our experiments, we use α = 0.01 as suggested in [10] .
EXPERIMENTS
For experiments, we use MovieLens 1M (ML1M) dataset which is a movie rating data collected by the Movie-Lens 1 research group. In this dataset, 6,040 users provided 1,000,209 ratings on 3,706 movies. The ratings are in the range of 1-5 and the density of the dataset is 4.468%. Also, each movie is assigned several genres. Overall, there are 18 genres in this dataset.
For performing experiments, we divided the dataset into train and test sets as 80% and 20%, respectively. The train set is used for building the model, and in the test condition, we generate recommendation lists of size 10 for each user.
After recommendation generation, for each user, we calculate a value for inconsistency of profile and a value for miscalibration. We measure inconsistency of profile using equation 1 and miscalibration of recommendations generated for a user using equation 2. For the purpose of presentation, we sort users based on their profile inconsistency and then group them into several groups with the same range. Finally, for each group we calculate the average of profile inconsistency and miscalibration.
Our experiments includes user-based collaborative filtering (UserKNN), item-based collaborative filtering (ItemKNN), singular value decomposition (SVD++), and list-wise matrix factorization (ListRankMF). All recommendation models are optimised using Grid Search over hyperparameters and best results in terms of precision are reported here. Table 1 shows the accuracy of those recommendation algorithms. We used librec-auto and LibRec 2.0 for all experiments [6, 8] . Figure 1 shows the relationship between inconsistency in users' profiles and the miscalibration of the recommendations for each group. For all recommendation algorithms, there is a positive correlation between inconsistency of the ratings in the profile and miscalibration: as inconsistency increases, miscalibration will also increase. Except for SVD++, there is a strong correlation for all other recommendation algorithms.
Experimental results
The correlation coefficient for UserKNN is 93%, for ItemKNN is 96%, for SVD++ is 53%, and for ListRankMF is 88% which are indicative of strong correlation between inconsistency of profile and miscalibration, except for SVD++.
These are interesting results as they show that users who provide inconsistent ratings will less likely receive calibrated recommendations. This can increase unfair situation such that different users will receive different level of calibration in their recommendation lists. Therefore, taking into account the inconsistency of users' profile when generating recommendations can alleviate unfairness of recommendation outputs.
DISCUSSION
Although in this paper we considered consistency of users' profile as a factor that has positive impact on the effectiveness of recommender systems, there might be other factors that also contribute to the effectiveness of these systems. Profile size can be one of the factors for generating successful recommendations and may affect the performance of recommender systems. Users with low profile size or insufficient number of ratings are often known as coldstart users. It has been long noted that these profiles are the source of concern for recommender systems as recommendation algorithms are unable to accurately predict their preferences [7] .
Information gain (i.e. entropy) is one form of measuring informativeness of a profile and another factor that may affect the performance of recommender systems. A Profile with high entropy is the one where the user has provided ratings to a wide range of items from least preferred to most preferred ones. These profiles are informative because they provide both positive and negative feedback and recommender system will better learn to what recommend and what not recommend. We will consider aforementioned metrics (or combination of those metrics) for measuring informativeness or richness of a profile as our future work.
Our experiments in this paper are performed on a useritem rating data in movie domain. However, it can be extended to other datasets from different domains. In particular, as a future work, we intend to extend this work to music recommendation. We are interested in investigating whether inconsistency of a user's profile has any connection with the fact that some users have a niche taste and they might rate some popular songs differently from the majority of other users.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the relationship between the consistency of users' profile and calibration of recommendations. Our experimental results showed that recommendation algorithms generate more calibrated recommendations for consistent profiles. As a future work, we aim to further explore the relationship between profile richness and recommendation calibration by taking into account other metrics like profile size and entropy.
